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Background: Individuals complaining of a delayed sleep schedule are expected to have

shorter sleep duration and lower sleep quality when they must comply with morning

obligations. The changes in the sleep schedule imposed by morning obligations may in

turn decrease the stability and amplitude of their rest-activity cycle. These expectations were

only partially supported in previous studies, possibly due to poor differentiation between

days with mandatory or free wake times.

Participants: Fourteen college/university students (8 women) with a complaint of a late

sleep schedule and a bedtime after midnight were compared to fourteen controls with an

earlier sleep schedule and no complaint.

Methods: During a week of 24-h activity recording, participants specified in their sleep

diary whether their wake time was free or determined by an obligation.

Results: The number of nights with mandatory wake times was similar in the two groups.

Groups were also similar for sleep duration and sleep quality over the 7 days of recording.

Actigraphic sleep efficiency was the same in the two groups for both free and mandatory

wake times, but subjective sleep quality decreased on the nights with mandatory wake time

in both groups. On the nights with mandatory wake time, delayed participants had shorter

sleep episodes and less total sleep time than controls. Rest-activity cycle amplitude was

lower in the delayed group whether wake time was free or mandatory.

Conclusion: Sleep duration and total sleep time differed between the two groups only when

wake time was mandatory. Prior to mandatory wake times, delayed participants kept the

same bedtime and shortened their sleep; sleep latency and sleep efficiency were preserved

but subjective sleep quality and alertness on awakening decreased compared to nights with

free wake time. Lower amplitude of the rest-activity cycle in delayed subjects may reflect

lifestyle differences compared to control participants.

Keywords: sleep schedule, circadian sleep disorders, chronotype, ambulatory recordings,

delayed sleep-wake phase disorder, social jetlag

Introduction
Sleep timing varies greatly from one person to the other.1 In a given population,

individuals with an evening chronotype (E-types) go to sleep and wake up later than

most people. When their delayed sleep schedule impairs their ability to meet social

obligations, E-types experience a variety of problems and present a complaint. In

severe cases, the complaint associated with delayed sleep may become clinically
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significant and lead to the diagnosis of a circadian sleep

disorder called delayed sleep-wake phase disorder

(DSWPD).2

When they try to follow conventional bedtimes and

wake times, both DSWPD patients and E-types complain

of a long time to fall asleep and of insufficient sleep

duration.2,3 Because their sleep episode occurs at an unfa-

vorable circadian phase, sleep efficiency and subjective

sleep quality may also decrease compared to individuals

with an earlier chronotype.4,5 However, observations from

field studies are not consistent. Some studies reported

shorter sleep duration in delayed individuals compared to

controls,3,6-8 but others did not find any difference.9–12 The

same is true for sleep quality measured with actigraphy:

some studies found decreased sleep efficiency in delayed

individuals,13 whereas others reported normal sleep para-

meters compared to controls.9–12,14

Delayed individuals are expected to have normal sleep

duration and quality when they can sleep at their sponta-

neous sleep time.2 Therefore, discrepancies in previous

studies might be explained by a poor differentiation

between nights with or without obligations in the morning.

Some studies compared sleep patterns between workdays

and weekends in delayed individuals. Using question-

naires, most found shorter sleep duration on weekdays

and longer compensatory sleep on weekends.3,6,7,15,16

This behavior was also found using actigraphy,8 although

it was not necessarily specific to delayed individuals.12

Beyond sleep timing and duration, few studies have com-

pared sleep quality between work days and days off in

delayed individuals. Using a sleep questionnaire, a study

found that a later chronotype was associated with lower

subjective sleep quality on work days compared to days

off.17 Using actigraphy, one study on DSWPD patients

failed to observe a difference in sleep efficiency or total

sleep time between weekdays and weekends,11 whereas

another study on E-types found decreased sleep efficiency

on weekdays.8

Comparing weekdays and weekends, however, does

not account for morning obligations during the weekend

or for obligation-free mornings during the week. Both are

common among young adults, especially in college and

university students. Many students have some control over

their classes schedule, and E-types may avoid classes

starting early in the morning. In addition, severity of the

sleep delay may lead some DSWPD patients to give up

entirely on school or work because they cannot keep up

with the imposed starting time in the morning. In fact, in

studies on DSWPD patients, many participants were

unemployed and their wake times on weekdays were too

late for standard starting work or school times.11,14,18

Usually, E-types do attempt to follow the schedule

imposed by work or school but some of them find it

difficult: they often arrive late and they occasionally miss

their first class. As a result, these delayed individuals

present the main clinical feature of DSWPD which is

a complaint that eveningness is a source of problems in

their everyday life.9 To our knowledge, no previous study

directly compared the nights with and without morning

obligations in individuals complaining of a delayed sleep

schedule.

More eveningness is usually associated with larger

differences in sleep timing between work days and days

off.17,19,20 The concept of “social jetlag” refers to this

difference and is quantified by comparing the time of

midsleep between free and work days.20 Greater social

jetlag may increase the overall variability in sleep para-

meters. Indeed, variability in sleep timing and duration is

greater in DSWPD patients than in healthy controls,11 and

more variability is associated with later circadian phase.21

Moreover, increased activity during the night due to more

time awake, and decreased activity during the day due to

daytime sleepiness may also decrease the amplitude of the

rest-activity cycle on work days compared to free days.

Increased variability of the rest-activity cycle and blunted

amplitude have been associated with adverse health

outcomes.22,23 To date, the rest-activity profile of indivi-

duals complaining of a delayed sleep schedule has been

poorly characterized. One study on DSWPD patients14 and

one on E-types8 found activity levels and rest-activity

cycle amplitude similar to those of healthy controls or

earlier chronotypes, respectively. However, the impact of

morning obligations has not been assessed.

In the present study, participants were asked to specify

in their sleep diary whether their wake time (WT) that

morning was mandatory because of any kind of obligation,

or if it was free and spontaneous. This information was

used to compare subjective (sleep diaries) and objective

(activity recordings) measures of sleep duration and qual-

ity between nights with or without obligations in the

morning, in individuals complaining of a delayed sleep

schedule and in control participants. Stability and ampli-

tude of the 24-h rest-activity cycle were also compared

between the two groups. It was expected that the variations

in sleep timing and quality between days with or without

morning obligations in delayed participants would
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decrease the stability of the 24-h cycle over the week of

recording compared to control subjects. For sleep para-

meters and rest-activity amplitude, the hypothesis was that

the negative effects of a delayed sleep schedule as well as

differences between delayed participants and controls will

be observed specifically when WT was mandatory.

Participants and Methods
Participants
Two groups of 14 college and university students were

recruited according to their habitual bedtime and their

satisfaction concerning their sleep schedule as reported in

a screening interview. Participants in the delayed group (8

women, 6 men, 21.3 ± 1.2 years old) had a habitual bed-

time after midnight and were complaining of problems

caused by their sleep schedule. Habitual bedtime was

confirmed using a one-week sleep diary, and the presence

of a complaint was confirmed during laboratory screening

by a question added at the end of the Morningness-

Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ):24 “If you consider

yourself to be an ‘evening’ type, does your habitual sleep

schedule cause you problems for work or school?”. In the

presence of problems, volunteers noted those problems as

“mild” (8 subjects), “moderate” (5 subjects), or “marked”

(1 subject). None evaluated their problems as “severe” or

“disabling”. The 14 participants included in the control

group (8 women, 6 men, 22.1 ± 2.5 years old) had

a habitual bedtime before midnight and no complaint con-

cerning their sleep schedule. All participants were college/

university students, except one control subject who was

working full-time at the time of the study. The research

project was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki

and was approved by the Ethics Committee of Sacre-

Coeur Hospital of Montreal. Each participant gave written

informed consent. This study is the fourth and last part of

a larger research project and more details on subjects’

selection can be found in the previous publications.25–27

Subjects’ characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Study Protocol
The research protocol included 7 days of ambulatory

recordings followed by a laboratory session that included

the measure of salivary dim light melatonin onset (DLMO)

to estimate circadian phase. Procedures and results of the

laboratory part of the study are presented in a previous

publication.25

The week of ambulatory recordings was planned to be

representative of the participants’ habitual sleep schedule.

For each participant, a personalized target bedtime (TB)

was set for the week of ambulatory recording to avoid

deviations due to special occasions. This TB was set

using the averaged bedtime reported by the participant

during the week of screening sleep diary for which there

was no restriction. During the study week of activity

recording, participants were asked to go to bed within ±

60 min of their TB. Study bedtimes were then compared

to screening bedtimes to ensure that they were represen-

tative of the habitual sleep schedule of the participants.

Mean target bedtime was 01:36 in the delayed group and

23:15 in the control group (Table 1). Wake time was not

restricted.

Ambulatory Sleep Assessments
Wrist Actigraphy

Participants wore an actigraph (Actiwatch-2; Philips,

Amsterdam, Netherlands) on their non-dominant wrist

24 h per day, for 7 consecutive days. They removed the

actigraph during incompatible activities (showering, swim-

ming, contact sports) and identified those moments in their

sleep diary. Actigraphic analyses include 13 subjects per

Table 1 Characteristics of the Participants

Variable Delayed

Subjects

Control

Subjects

p-value d

N 14 14

Age (y) 21.3 ± 1.2 22.1 ± 2.5 0.30

Gender (M,F) 6,8 6,8 N/A

MEQ score 38.6 ± 9.2 54.1 ± 4.8 < 0.001 2.11

PSQI score 4.7 ± 1.7 3.1 ± 2.3 0.053 0.76

Habitual bedtime

(screening) (h:min ± min)

01:30 ± 76 23:23 ± 16 N/A —

[range] [00:19–04:49] [22:51–23:54]

Social jet lag (screening

questionnaire) (h)

2.4 ± 1.1 1.4 ± 0.7 0.01 1.08

[range] [1.2–4.1] [0.5–2.6]

Target bedtime (h:min

± min)

01:36 ± 74 23:15 ± 14 N/A —

[range] [00:30–04:00] [23:00–23:45]

DLMO (h:min ± min) 23:03 ± 87 21:13 ± 60 0.001 1.47

Interval DLMO-TB (h) 2.5 ± 1.0 2.0 ± 0.9 0.19 0.53

Notes: Means (±SD) are shown. Group differences assessed using independent

samples t-tests and effect size (d).
Abbreviations: MEQ, Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire; PSQI, Pittsburgh

Sleep Quality Index; DLMO, dim light melatonin onset; TB, target bedtime; N/A,

not applicable (inclusion criteria).
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group because data could not be retrieved from the moni-

tors of two participants (one delayed and one control).

For the analysis of nighttime sleep, daily bedtimes

and wake times were set manually in the data file, after

visual inspection of the one-minute data. Decisions were

based on abrupt changes in activity and light exposure

combined to the clock times indicated by the participants

in their sleep diaries and were counterchecked by two

investigators (CM and SVM). Other sleep parameters

were computed automatically by the dedicated software

(Actiware, Philips), using the medium threshold

(40 activity counts) to qualify a 1-min epoch as wake.

Sleep onset was defined as the beginning of the first

10 consecutive minutes scored “sleep”, sleep offset as

the beginning of the last 10 consecutive minutes scored

“wake”, and the duration of the sleep episode was the

interval between onset and offset. Other variables com-

puted were: total sleep time (TST), which is the number

of minutes scored “sleep” during the sleep episode, sleep

efficiency (SE, TST divided by the duration of the sleep

episode X 100), and sleep onset latency (SOL, number

of minutes elapsed between bedtime and sleep onset).

For the 24-h profiles of activity, daytime data recorded

when the monitor was not worn, as reported by the partici-

pants or as suggested by 30 consecutive minutes of no

activity, were removed from the analyses. Hours with less

than 30 minutes of valid data were marked as missing. Data

were then averaged over each hour of recording. Non-

parametric analysis was performed over the 7 days of

recording to estimate interdaily stability (IS) and intradaily

variability (IV).28 IS estimates how much the pattern of

activity is similar from one day to the other. IV estimates

the frequency of transitions between activity and rest and

reflects the fragmentation of the 24-h rest-activity cycle. To

estimate the amplitude of the cycle of each subject, the

1-h means were averaged, first across the 7 days of recording

and then separately for the days with mandatory or free WT.

The amplitude (AMP) of the resulting profiles was com-

puted as the difference between M10 (the average hourly

activity counts for the uninterrupted most active 10-h period)

and L5 (the average hourly activity counts for the uninter-

rupted least active 5-h period).29

Sleep Diaries

Participants filled out a short questionnaire every morn-

ing and every evening during their week of ambulatory

recording. The morning questionnaire was the same as

the one used during screening and asked for their

bedtime the night before, their wake-up time that morn-

ing, and whether their WT was free or mandatory due to

any kind of obligation (work, school, planned activity,

etc). Two numeric scales also asked to note how well

they slept the night before (1: very badly to 5: very well)

and how alert and energetic they felt when they got up

(1: very tired to 5: top shape). The evening questionnaire

included another numeric scale asking for how alert and

energetic they felt in general during that day (1: very

tired to 5: top shape). The sleep diary also included

a section to write down the moments (if any) when the

ambulatory monitor was removed, for how long

and why.

Statistical Analysis
Groups were compared using independent samples t-tests.

Before analyses, sleep latencies (SOL) were log10 trans-

formed to normalize their distribution. Group-by-night

ANOVA assessed the significance of an interaction between

the two groups and the nights with free or mandatory WT.

Simple effects analyses were conducted when an interaction

effect was observed. Group-by-time and night-by-time

ANOVAwere applied to the 24-h activity profiles to identify

time-of-day differences between groups and between nights

with free or mandatory wake times, respectively. Simple

effects analyses were also conducted when an interaction

effect was observed. The correction controlling for the false

discovery rate (FDR) was applied to simple effect analyses

to adjust significance levels for multiple comparisons.30

Effect sizes are also reported for t-tests (Cohen’s d) and

ANOVA (partial eta-squared, ηp
2). According to Cohen,

small, medium and large effect sizes are respectively 0.2,

0.5 and 0.8 for “d”, and 0.01, 0.06, and 0.14 for ηp
2.31

Analyses were performed using SPSS (version 24, IBM,

Armonk, NY, USA). Significance was set at p ≤ 0.05. Data

are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD), except

when specified otherwise.

Results
Sleep Timing and Sleep Quality
Actigraphic Sleep Variables

When all days of recording were considered, the two

groups of participants differed significantly only for their

sleep timing (Table 2). The two groups were similar for

TST and SE. Subjective estimates of sleep and alertness

quality were also similar in the two groups.
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On average, the number of nights with a mandatory

WT was similar in the two groups of participants (delayed:

4.6 ± 1.6, controls: 3.9 ± 1.4; p= 0.26). Two participants in

each group did not have any night with free WT during the

week of ambulatory recording, leaving 11 subjects per

group for these analyses. Results of group-by-night

ANOVA are presented in Table 3. Bedtime and time of

sleep onset were later in delayed subjects, but there was no

Table 2 Actigraphic and Subjective Sleep Variables in the Two Groups of Participants

Sleep Variable Delayed Subjects

(n=13)

Control Subjects

(n=13)

p-value d

Bedtime (h:min ± min) 01:36 ± 64 23:38 ± 29 < 0.001 2.42

Sleep onset (h:min ± min) 01:48 ± 65 00:00 ± 36 < 0.001 2.04

Sleep offset (h:min ± min) 09:13 ± 80 07:59 ± 57 0.01 1.05

Duration of sleep episode (h) 7.4 ± 0.8 8.0 ± 0.8 0.08 0.70

Total sleep time (min) 394 ± 53 419 ± 61 0.48 0.44

Sleep efficiency (%) 88.8 ± 4.4 87.0 ± 5.7 0.39 0.34

Sleep onset latency (min) 11.7 ± 6.7 21.6 ± 15.0 0.09 0.02

Subjective sleep quality (score) 4.2 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.6 0.22 0.49

Subjective alertness on awakening (score) 3.6 ± 0.6 3.9 ± 0.6 0.26 0.45

Subjective alertness during the day (score) 3.9 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 0.5 0.35 0.37

Notes: Means (±SD) are shown. Subjective scores from 1 to 5; higher scores reflect better sleep or alertness quality. Group differences assessed using independent samples

t-tests and effect size (d).

Table 3 Actigraphic Sleep Variables for the Nights with Free or Mandatory Wake Times, in the Two Groups of Participants

Sleep Variable Delayed Subjects

(n=11)

Control Subjects

(n=11)

ANOVA Group x Night

p-value (ηp
2)

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Group Night Interaction GxN

Bedtime (h:min ± min)

Free WT 01:22 ± 71 23:45 ± 25 < 0.001 0.50 0.23

Mandatory WT 01:33 ± 66 23:42 ± 31 (0.53) (0.02) (0.07)

Sleep onset (h:min ± min)

Free WT 01:33 ± 73 00:13 ± 31 < 0.001 0.76 0.10

Mandatory WT 01:42 ± 65 00:00 ± 38 (0.45) (0.01) (0.13)

Sleep offset (h:min ± min)

Free WT 09:32 ± 80 08:14 ± 54* 0.05 0.12 0.05

Mandatory WT 08:52 ± 82 08:19 ± 38 (0.19) (0.12) (0.18)

Duration of sleep episode (h)

Free WT 8.0 ± 1.1 8.0 ± 1.1 0.13 0.27 0.01

Mandatory WT 7.2 ± 1.1 8.4 ± 0.7** (0.11) (0.06) (0.30)

Total sleep time (min)

Free WT 426 ± 62 417 ± 77 0.36 0.25 0.01

Mandatory WT 378 ± 82 439 ± 53* (0.04) (0.07) (0.32)

Sleep efficiency (%)

Free WT 88.8 ± 3.8 86.4 ± 6.7 0.54 0.76 0.39

Mandatory WT 87.7 ± 7.8 87.0 ± 6.2 (0.01) (0.02) (0.04)

Sleep onset latency (min)

Free WT 11.1 ± 7.1 28.5 ± 19.3 0.35 0.02 0.34

Mandatory WT 8.9 ± 3.4 18.3 ± 15.3 (0.05) (0.23) (0.04)

Notes: Simple effect analysis: *p≤ 0.05, **p≤ 0.01, delayed vs controls.

Abbreviations: WT, wake time; ηp
2, partial eta-squared effect size.
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significant night effect (with free vs mandatory WT) and

no group-by-night interaction. Delayed subjects woke up

about 40 min later when WT was free compared to man-

datory; the group-by-night interaction was significant,

showing that sleep offset differed between the two groups

only on the nights with free WT. Duration of the sleep

episode and TST were shorter in delayed subjects on the

nights with mandatory WT, but were quite similar in the

two groups on the nights with free WT. SE was the same

in the two groups and in the two night conditions.

A significant night effect showed that SOL was shorter

on the nights preceding mandatory WT in the two groups.

Subjective Sleep Quality

Subjective sleep quality was lower on the nights with

mandatory WT in the two groups (Table 4). Alertness on

awakening was significantly worst following mandatory

WT compared to free WT, and the interaction effect

showed that this difference was larger in delayed partici-

pants. Subjective daytime alertness was the same in the

two groups and the two night conditions.

24-h Rest-Activity Cycle
There was no group difference for IS and IV estimates

(Table 5). AMP and M10 were significantly lower in delayed

than in control subjects but L5 was similar in the two groups.

The 24-h profiles for the week of activity recording in the two

groups are illustrated in Figure 1. Group-by-time interaction

was significant (F23,552 = 4.3, p< 0.001): activity levels were

significantly lower in delayed subjects than in controls at

18:00, but significantly higher in delayed than in control sub-

jects at 01:00 and 02:00 in the early night.

For AMP, group-by-night ANOVA showed no signifi-

cant interaction with mandatory or free WT (Table 6).

A significant interaction for M10 revealed that lower max-

imal activity in the delayed group compared to the control

group was significant only on the days with free WT.

Averaged 24-h activity profiles did not show condition-

by-time interaction effects in any of the two groups.

Activity profiles for the days with mandatory and free

WT in each group are illustrated in Figure 2.

Discussion
Except for sleep timing, all sleep parameters were similar

in delayed and control subjects when morning obligations

were not taken into account. Consistent with our

Table 4 Subjective Estimates of Sleep and Alertness Quality for the Nights with Free or Mandatory Wake Times, in the Two Groups

of Participants

Subjective Variable Delayed Subjects

(n=11)

Control Subjects

(n=11)

ANOVA Group x Night

p-value (ηp
2)

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Group Night Interaction GxN

Sleep quality before

Free WT 4.5 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.7 0.47 0.03 0.50

Mandatory WT 4.0 ± 0.7 3.9 ± 0.8 (0.08) (0.22) (0.03)

Alertness on awakening

Free WT 4.2 ± 0.4*** 4.0 ± 0.6 0.46 <0.001 0.003

Mandatory WT 3.1 ± 0.8 3.8 ± 0.8 (0.03) (0.64) (0.37)

Daytime alertness after

Free WT 4.0 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.6 0.52 0.77 0.12

Mandatory WT 3.7 ± 0.6 4.1 ± 0.6 (0.02) (<0.01) (0.12)

Notes: Subjective scores from 1 to 5; higher scores reflect better sleep or alertness quality. Two participants in each group did not have free WT during their week of sleep

diaries. Simple effect analysis: ***p<0.001, free vs mandatory WT.

Abbreviations: WT, wake time; ηp
2, partial eta-squared effect size.

Table 5 Rest-Activity Cycle Variables in the Two Groups of

Participants

Variables Delayed

Subjects

(n=13)

Control

Subjects

(n=13)

p-value d

IS 0.48 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.08 0.36 0.36

IV 0.74 ± 0.19 0.85 ± 0.27 0.23 0.49

L5 15.6 ± 12.8 16.7 ± 12.2 0.83 0.08

M10 320.7 ± 78.9 405.6 ± 84.8 0.01 1.04

AMP 305.1 ± 73.2 389.0 ± 80.5 0.01 1.09

Notes:Means (±SD) are shown. Group differences assessed using independent samples

t-tests and effect size (d). 13 subjects per group (missing data for one woman in each

group).

Abbreviations: IS, interdaily stability; IV, intradaily variability; L5, activity in the low

active 5 h; M10, activity in the high active 10 h; AMP, activity amplitude.
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hypothesis, the two groups differed only when nights with

free or mandatory WT were included in the analyses. On

nights with mandatory WT, delayed subjects slept less and

for a shorter duration than control subjects. However, SE

was almost identical in the two groups and in the two night

conditions. SOL did not differ between the two groups and

was shorter in both groups on nights with mandatory

compared to free WT.

Different strategies might be used by individuals com-

plaining of a delayed sleep schedule when they have

commitments in the morning, including 1) go to bed at

their spontaneous time and shorten their sleep episode

or, 2) go to bed earlier which may increase the time to

fall asleep and decrease sleep quality. In the present study,

delayed subjects choose the first option. Bedtime was

remarkably the same whether they had free or mandatory

WT the next morning. By keeping a stable bedtime,

delayed participants likely preserved a stable phase rela-

tionship between their circadian phase and their sleep

episode, preventing internal circadian disruption. This

may explain why SOL did not increase and sleep effi-

ciency did not decrease when they had mandatory WT.

In fact, SOL was shorter in both groups on the nights with

mandatory WT. The clinical significance of this

Figure 1 Rest-activity profiles (hourly means + sem) averaged over the 7 days of activity recording for the delayed (black circles) and control (open circles) subjects.

Asterisks indicate significant differences (p≤ 0.05) between the two groups after FDR correction.

Table 6 Activity Levels and Estimated Amplitude for the Nights with Free or Mandatory Wake Times, in the Two Groups of

Participants

Rest-Activity Cycle Variables Delayed Subjects

(n=11)

Control Subjects

(n=11)

ANOVA Group x Night

p-value (ηp
2)

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Group Night Interaction GxN

L5

Free WT 15.8 ± 17.4 15.8 ± 13.5 0.58 0.16 0.58

Mandatory WT 27.9 ± 29.5 21.2 ± 14.8 (0.02) (0.10) (0.02)

M10

Free WT 287 ± 68 428 ± 85*** 0.006 0.58 0.04

Mandatory WT 329 ± 127 403 ± 69 (0.32) (0.02) (0.19)

AMP

Free WT 271 ± 61 413 ± 82 0.004 0.99 0.10

Mandatory WT 301 ± 133 382 ± 64 (0.35) (<0.001) (0.13)

Notes: Two participants in each group did not have free WT during their week of sleep diaries. Simple effect analysis: ***p= 0.001, delayed vs controls.

Abbreviations: WT, wake time; L5, activity in the low active 5 h; M10, activity in the high active 10 h; AMP, activity amplitude; ηp
2, partial eta-squared effect size.
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observation is doubtful, however, since the differences in

the number of minutes were small, and group means were

shorter than the proposed 30-min criteria for sleep-onset

insomnia.32

The downside of the option chosen by delayed partici-

pants was a reduction of TST and sleep duration on the

nights with mandatory WT. However, when compared to

controls, there was no apparent compensatory sleep on

nights with free WT. In fact, on the nights with free WT,

mean sleep duration was exactly the same in the two

groups. If sleep restriction on work days in delayed indi-

viduals was often observed in previous studies, the pre-

sence of compensatory sleep on free days is unclear.

Questionnaire studies have reported that individuals with

a late chronotype compensate for the sleep debt accumu-

lated during work days by lengthening their sleep on free

days by several hours.3,16 However, an actigraphy study in

college students found shorter sleep duration on weekdays

compared to weekends in E-types but no difference in

sleep duration between E-types and earlier chronotypes

on weekends.8 The absence of compensatory sleep on

free days could be related to the nature of obligations on

work days that limits sleep restriction in student popula-

tions. In the present study, average time of sleep offset in

delayed participants on days with mandatory WT was

08:52, which is relatively late for standard social obliga-

tions. This suggests that delayed participants may have

adapted their school start time to accommodate their

needs. As a result, sleep restriction on days with manda-

tory WT may have been too small to require significant

oversleep on free days. It could be expected that when

those individuals reach the work market, schedule accom-

modation will become more difficult and sleep restriction

on work days may become more severe,33 increasing the

need for compensatory sleep on free days. Questionnaires

studies that included larger and more diverse populations

probably captured the reality of individuals who have to

comply with strict working start times.

Subjective alertness on awakening decreased signifi-

cantly on the days with mandatory compared to free WT

in delayed subjects. This was expected, due to curtailed

sleep on these days and because sleep offset occurred at

a circadian time of higher sleep propensity. Sleep inertia

may also contribute to explaining reduced alertness in

delayed participants after mandatory WT.34 Sleep restric-

tion and higher circadian sleep propensity amplify the

effects of sleep inertia on vigilance levels,35 and both

late chronotypes and DSWPD patients may present greater

sleep inertia after forced awakenings compared to indivi-

duals with an earlier sleep schedule.16,36

Subjective sleep quality was lower for the nights with

mandatory WT in the two groups, which is interesting

considering that sleep efficiency measured with actigraphy

was identical in the two night conditions. Differences

between objective and subjective evaluation of sleep qual-

ity have also been observed in previous studies on E-types

and DSWPD patients.10,12 As suggested by others,12 the

degree of morning sleepiness could influence the percep-

tion of sleep quality when the subjective evaluation is

made shortly after waking up. It should be noted from

Table 4 that, when compared to the control group, the

difference between nights with free or mandatory WT in

delayed participants seems mostly due to a very good

subjective sleep quality when WT was free rather than

a low subjective sleep quality when WT was mandatory.

This may reflect the better refreshing quality of sleep felt

by delayed subjects when they are allowed to sleep as long

as they want. This improved subjective sleep quality was

Figure 2 Illustration of the rest-activity cycle (hourly means + sem) for days with mandatory (open circles) or free (black circles) wake times, in the groups of delayed (left

panel) and control (right panel) participants.
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not captured by the actigraphic measure of sleep effi-

ciency. It is well-known from previous studies that acti-

graphic measures do not correlate well with subjective

sleep quality. Differences between subjective and objective

measures may relate to the limitations of actigraphy,37 but

they may also reflect the fact that the two measures capture

different aspects of the sleep experience.38,39

Contrary to our hypothesis, the group difference in social

jetlag as reported in the screening questionnaire (Table 1) did

not introduce more variability in the rest-activity cycle of

delayed participants compared to controls, as shown by

similar IS in the two groups. The screening questionnaire

and actigraphy probably assessed two different aspects of the

participants’ sleep behavior. The screening questionnaire

asked for a range of bedtimes and wake times for work/

school days and for free/vacation days. The range reported

by the volunteers therefore included their vacation sleep

times, which often occur at a later time than when the sub-

jects have only one or two free days. Furthermore, during the

week of actigraphy, the focus was on determinants ofWTand

not on free vs work days. Especially in students’ populations,

a school day may have a free WT if classes are only in the

afternoon. Conversely, a free day may have a mandatory WT

because of the scheduling of some leisure activity. During the

week of activity recording, variations in the time of sleep

offset may not have been large enough in the delayed group

to introduce detectable variability, and the small number of

days with free WT limited the strength of the analyses of

variability. A longer duration of ambulatory recordings

would be more appropriate to explore the variability of the

rest-activity cycle in delayed individuals.

Lower amplitude of the rest-activity cycle of delayed

compared to control participants appears to be the conse-

quence of lower maximal daytime activity levels (M10) in

the delayed group. Decreased daytime activity may reflect

the presence of some daytime napping to compensate for the

sleep restriction on the days with mandatory WT. Lower

daytime activity could also be a consequence of different

lifestyles in the two groups. For example, previous studies

have reported an association between greater eveningness

and decreased physical activity.7,40 Also, increased daily

screen time and other poor lifestyle behaviours have been

observed in adolescents with later chronotypes.41 We already

reported that delayed participants in our research project

made greater use of computers than controls in the 3

h before bedtime.26 However, whether this behaviour reflects

a general preference for sedentary activities in delayed indi-

viduals is unknown. More studies are needed to address the

causes and consequences of decreased amplitude of the rest-

activity cycle in delayed individuals.

The main strength of this study is to have specific identi-

fication of mornings with free or mandatory WT. Mandatory

WT were not limited to weekdays and could also occur on

weekends, as highlighted by the observation that two parti-

cipants in each group did not have any free WT during the

week of ambulatory recording. Conversely, free WT can

occur on weekdays, especially in student populations.

Nevertheless, it would have been of interest to have more

information concerning the nature and the timing of morning

obligations in the delayed group. An obligation at 10:00 in

the morning could mean a mandatory WT for a delayed

person but not for an individual with an earlier chronotype.

Another strength of the study was that sleep parameters were

evaluated both subjectively in sleep diaries, and objectively

with actigraphy. These two modes of evaluation provided

complementary information and may reflect different aspects

of the same reality, especially for sleep quality.

A limitation of the study was that bedtime was not

entirely free during ambulatory recordings because of the

imposed target bedtime (TB). However, means and SD for

bedtime were quite similar during the screening week

(Table 1) and the study week (Table 2), both for delayed

(screening: 01:30 ± 76 min; study: 01:36 ± 64 min) and

control (screening: 23:23 ± 16 min; study: 23:38 ± 29 min)

participants. With the range allowed for bedtime (TB ±

1h), participants had the possibility to go to sleep up to

one hour earlier or one hour later than their TB, but on

average the bedtime difference between nights with free or

mandatory WT was less than 10 min. We are therefore

confident that the results were not affected by TB and that

the bedtimes observed during the week of ambulatory

recordings represent accurately the usual behavior of the

participants. By excluding special occasions and vacation

times, the sleep schedule of delayed participants showed

more stability than expected, considering the large social

jetlag reported in the screening questionnaire. Therefore,

the results from the week of activity recording may apply

only to typical weeks. Longer activity recordings including

work/school, free and vacation days would be necessary to

be really representative of the general sleep behavior of

delayed individuals. Another limitation of the study is the

relatively small contrast in sleep timing between the two

groups of participants compared to studies on DSPWD

patients. However, the advantage of studying this sub-

clinical population of delayed individuals is that all parti-

cipants were engaged in social obligations (work or
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school). In previous studies where most participants were

unemployed,11,14,18 comparisons between weekdays and

weekends were less informative concerning the impact of

mandatory WT in delayed individuals.

Conclusion
In conclusion, proper identification of mandatory WT in

delayed individuals brought out effects of social obliga-

tions on sleep and alertness that were obscured when all

days were considered together. When facing mandatory

WT in the morning, delayed participants choose to keep

their bedtime constant and to shorten their sleep instead

of trying to fall asleep earlier. This strategy led to some

sleep restriction but preserved sleep efficiency and pre-

vented internal circadian disruption. The low amplitude

of the rest-activity cycle observed in delayed partici-

pants, independent of morning obligations, will need

replication in further studies. Low circadian amplitude

has been associated with adverse health conditions.42–44

Therefore, if confirmed, causes and consequences of low

amplitude of the rest-activity cycle in delayed indivi-

duals will need to be addressed.
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